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FOREWORD

Thl. study provided a partial measurement of some of the:factors~Involved In a probability sample survey. The analyses do not I provide any
answers. However, It does point out some problems and the findings should
be food for thought for every SRS employee ..

Let's consider for a minute some of the basic concepts involved in
this partIcular study. Whenever we are sampling from a list frame, the
sampling unit Is normally a name on the list while the reporting unit,
according to our concept, Is the land operated by the name on the list at
th~ time of Interview. In any survey, the sampling unit and the reporting
unit must be properly associated. The Job Is quite easy If Indeed they are
the same. When the sampling unit and the reporting unit are not the same,
the questionnaire design must overcome the differences, thus the question-
naire design can become quite complicated.

To describe this complication let's look at the July 1 Calf Crop Survey.
To determine the reporting unit we ask the respondent to report the land he
owns, rents, and manages, then subtract land rented to others to determine
what he operates. We assume at this point we have defined the reporting
unit to the respondent. Next, ask the respondent to report cattle and
cllves of all ages, regardless of ownership, now on this land (land he
operates). However, to adequately express all of the concepts, the wording
of the questions Includes several separate thoughts. Can the respondent
adequltely comprehend and associate each of these separate Ideas? What is
the result If the respondent only scans the question or reads only the
portion thlt is emphasized by caps? What is the result if the respondent
only hears a portion of the question In an interview? If the enumerator
doesn't read the question completely or slowly enough? We assume he will
report all cattle that happen to be on his land at the time of the interview.
He Is not to Include those on somebody else's land but is to Include those
on his land but owned by someone else. Are these concepts adequately under-
stood by the respondent when he Is completing a mall questionnaire? Is it
adequately understood, by both the Interviewer and the respondent In communi-
cating by tel.phone or personal Interview? Is there any way to determine
whether the respondent understood the concepts?

In this particular survey, the estimate of calf crop Is from two parts:
(1) calves to be born during the latter half of the year are estimated by
Obtaining cows and heifers expected to calve during that time, and (2) the
calve. that have already been born as reported by the respondent. To con-
found the I.sue, the reporting units for the calves born and cows and heifers
expected to calve are different. The reporting unit for expected calf crop
was cows and heifers now on the land operated and expected to calve before
December 31. This means that cows and heifers the respondent has on someone
el,el

, land should not be reported but other's cows and heifers on his land
should be reported. Now contrast this with the reporting unit for calves
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born whlc~ Is all calves born since January I, 1974, on the land he now
operates. These calves do not have to be on hand at the tlme:of the Inter-
view. They could have been born to cows someone else owned and have since
been sold, slaughtered or moved to other land. The respondeqt should not
report calve. from cows he owned but were born somewhere else whether they
are currently on his land or not. Again, we might ask - Are these concepts
adequately understood?

Clearly, we have a questionnaire from which all data does not need to
be consistent. We have a situation where If the respondent reports correctly,
there Is a good possibility that data from one section of the questionnaire
to another will be Inconsistent and nonsampllng errors are created If they
are edited to be consistent.

Currently, we use the mall, telephone and personal interview techniques
of data collection. Hopefully, each method of data collection will provide
the same Information. If it does not, we are creating an unknown amount of
nonsampllng error. Under Ideal situations, a mail questionnaire should only
be used when the respondent fully understands the concepts after they have
been clearly related to him through the questionnaire. Theoretically, if
this Is true, the only role that the Interviewer can play, using the same
questionnaire, is to replace the postal service for the mall questionnaire.
In practice, an enumerator Is well trained in concepts and we hope aids in
the communication process to the respondent. This study shows that a signi-
ficant amount of additional editing was required on mall questionnaires ~hile
less editing was required on data collected by an interviewer. This fact
alone raises more questions. For example, can we actually collect this type
of data by mail? Does not our methodology and concepts require a question-
naire design which Is complicated? Does not our methodology depend on being
able to handle complicated operations? Our current procedures force all
operators to use a questionnaire to adequately enumerate the most complicated
operatIons. Perhaps there Is only a small percentage of all operations which
are complex enough to require a thorough understanding of our concepts to be
critical. Perhaps It Is time to Simplify the concepts and develop a mail
questionnaire which the respondent can complete for his operation as he
thinks of It, providing the operation does not fall In the complicated
category.

There should be sufficient questions on this mail questionnaire to detect
the five to 10 percent of the respondents for which the questionnaire does not
suffice. These cases could then be followed up with a personal Interview and
a special questionnaire to collect the additional Information necessary. Per-
haps by thl. philosophy, we could more nearly balance sampling and nonsampling
errors and arrive at a more reliable estimate •

NORMAN 'P. BELLER, ClLie~
Sample SU1lVt.y Ru e.cvteh 81Lanc.h
Ruf.4ltC.h 'P.i.v.i6.ion, SRS
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INTRODUCTION

A large part of the success or failure of a survey depends on the
.l~ questionnaire's ability to properly obtain the required data.~ One indi-

cation of the success of a questionnaire is the amount of editing required
to remove respondent and/or Interviewer errors and omissions.

The Wyoming SSO has noted that the multiple frame cattle questionnaire
requIred considerable editIng. They were especially concerned about the
amount of editing required In the calf crop section. As a result of this
concernt they developed an alternate questionnaire and recommended that it
be used for the July I. 197~ Multiple Frame Cattle Survey.

The Livestock Branch was reluctant to allow the operational question-
naire to be changed because a change in the specific wording of questions and
the order In which they are asked may affect the level of survey estimates.
This effect on an estimate can be difficult to determine because a pretest
of the questionnaire may not Identify all problems that might occur in the

.actual survey. For these reasons, It was suggested that the Sample Survey
Research Branch delve into the matter.

A procedure often used to test a change in questionnaire design is to
split the sample for a given survey. Then the operational questionnaire is
used on one portion and the test or proposed questIonnaire on the remaining
portIon of the sample. This Is desirable because it allows the questionnaire
to be tested in an actual survey with a sample size suffiCiently large to
obtain valId statistical tests of differences between questionnaire versions.
After a preliminary analysis. all data is available to be used when setting
the final estImate. These ideas formed the nucleus of the Wyoming study.

Further development of the Wyoming proposed questionnaIre was accom-
plished jointly with the Livestock. Data Collection. and Sample Survey
Research Branches. The objectives in mind when" developing the test question-
naire were to:
(a) Test the procedure of obtaining total calves born before breaking it

Into subltems versus obtaining the subitems first and adding to total
calves born as a check.

(b) Test the procedure of obtaining total calves born followed by the
expected calf crop versus obtaining expected calf crop first.

(c) Test a new question concerning calves born on the respondent's land.
but were on other privately-operated land during the survey period.

• These objectives were to be measured ~y evaluating effects on the
estimates and the frequency o~ editing.
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. -~1. The use of two questionnaires in an operational survey wa. a'practlca'r; way to measure the effect of a change In the ordering and.MDrdlng of

~ . questions In a questionnaire design.' ." , ,
2. The change In the questionnaIre did affect the estimates for most items

: concerning calves.
(.) The test questionnaire IndIcated a sIgnIficantly 'arger number of

calves had died than the estimate obtained from the operatIonal
questionnaires.

(b) EstImates for total calves born and those weighing less than
500 pounds were also significantly larger from the test question-
naire. All other Items were not significantly different.

3. The questionnaIre design dId have an effect on the variability of the
reported data. For most Items, the test questionnaire had a smaller
sampling error than did the operational version. •

It.

$,

6.

The operational version required considerably more editIng for the calf
crop Items than did the test questIonnaire. The editing was mostly
either positive or negative for a given Item and not offsetting. If
the frequency of editing Is an Indication of the quality of the data
obtaIned, the test versIon would be judged better. (Table It) ~

The effect of edItIng on the level of the estimates was consIderably
'arger (three times greater for some Items) than variatIon due to random
samplIng. This was true for both questionnaire versIons. If the quality
of the data is judged by the amount of editIng !n! the Impact of the
edItIng on the level of the estimate, then neither questionnaIre version
was entirely satisfactory. (Tables 5 and 6)
Questionnaires obtaIned by mall require editIng more frequently than
those obtained by telephone or personal Interview. (Table 7)

l

7. The test questionnaire was handled with less edItIng than the current
versIon when an enumerator was Involved. (Table 7)
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QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN
- -=~

Two questionnaire versions were used in the July I, 1974:Hultiple Frame
,I _ Cattle Survey in Wyoming. One version was that used in the operational

multiple frame livestock program while the test version had minor changes.
Nonrespondents were Interviewed with the same questionnaire (operational or
test) they received through the mail .....

The operational and test questions are shown below. Note that the opera-
tIonal questionnaire asked about cows and heifers expected to calve before
asking the number of calves already born. These questions were reversed in
the test questionnaire to allow the operator to report the number of calves
he had on hand, and then his calving expectations.

eJU/':S'1'](JND USED IN '1'HE OI'ERATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE TO OBTAIN THE NUMBER OF CALVES BORN
IIN/) '/'IIf: "~XPECTED CALF CROPJ WYOMING CATTLE AND CALF MULTIPLE FRAME SURVF:YJ ,JULY 1974

EXPECTED CALF CROP

12. How many of the COW$and HEIFER$ now on the land you operate f 361 l
are expected to calve betw.en now and December 31,. 19741 ••••••••• u ••• u. u. u _

CALVES lORN
13. How lIa11)'.CALVI. were born on the land you operate .inee January I, 1974?

(Include dIo •• alill on 'hi. farm, .old, _lau,htered or died. I.elude 1362~ve. parth••.d.)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~

a. Ale lUll on thi. farm or ranch? ••••••••••••• u •••• 1_1_6_3 _

14. How maay Af the (qu•• - 1164
tlon 13) clive. bom: ••••.. b. Have been lold or slaughtered? ••••••••••••• u ••• _

" ' . lH5c. Have dled? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _
I" "

••

T



iUES'rIONS USED IN THE TEST QUESTIONNAIRE TO OBTAIN THE' NUMBER OF CALV!!:!} BORN AND
fiNE EXPECTED CALF CROPJ WYOMING CATTLE AND CALF MULTIPLE FRANE "SJJRVEYJ (JUIS 1974

CALVES 10RM
1 "

12. Report below the CALVES born since J8Duary 1. 1974 on the land you operate. I
363

a. Are still on this farm or ranch? •••••••••••••••••• '------------'

How .any:•••••

1364

b. Have been sold or slaughtered? •••••••••••••••••• '----------

c. Have died? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1...
36

_
5

_

d. Are now on another persons privately operated E73
land in this state or in another state? ••••••••••••• ---------

13. Add que.tion. 12. through d. this .hould be the TOTAL CALVES born since 1362
J8ftUlry I, 1974 on the l8ftd you operate ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• ••.---------

EXPECTED CALF CROP

1
36114. How many of the COWSand HEIFERS now on the land you operate

are expected to calve between now and December 31. 1974? •••••••••••••••••••••• '-- _

IS. What ia your usual calving period (underline or c-irclc approxiffJlJrc month(s).) "I 474
J8ft., Feb., Mar., Apr., May. June, July, Au&o,Sept•• Oct., Nov., Dec••••••••••••• '-- ....•

An additional change was to revise the method of asking for calves born on
the operator's land during the past six months. In the operational questionnaire,
the respondent reported the total number of calves born; then he was asked to
break the total Into those still on his land and those that had been sold or had
died. Data obtained In this manner required considerable editing in the past
because the breakdown of calves reported did not sum to the total calves reported.
The test questionnaire reversed the sequence. It first asked for calves that
were on the land operated. then for calves sold or slaughtered, followed by the
number of calves that had died. A question was added to the test version to
obtain the number of calves born on the operator's land but that were on another
perlon'l privately-operated land at the time of the survey. These subitems were
then added to obtain a total number of calves born on the operator's land. The
question about calves that were born on th( respondent's land, but were on other

• land at the time of the lurvey did not appear on the operational questionnaire,
but the enumerator'l manual stated these calves were to be reported as sold. The
respondent receiving the operational questionnaire through the mail did not have
a place to report these calves.

------------------- .. - .----------- .

.---- -----------------
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An additional question was added to determine the usual calving period
for the ranch to aId In verifying the Item a~B and heifePB ezpe~tcd to
~aZve between no~ and JanuaPy 1. It was believed that sometImes operators
reported their total number of cows including those that had already calved

,!: rather than those remaining to calve. ~
The only c~ange made in the invent~ry questions concerned heifer, steer

and bull cllves weighing less than 500 pounds. The question asking for calves
weighing less than 500 pounds was changed to emphasize the word ~aZves because
livestock producers often do not report calves not weaned since they consider
the cow and calf to be one animal unit.

INygNTORY QUESTIONS USED IN OPERATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE FOLLOWED BY QUESTION CfJ/lNGEU
IN TEST VERSION (Q. 8)~ WYOMING CATTLE AND CALF MULTIPLE FRAME SURVEYJ JULY 1974

CATTLE AND CALVES

P, •••• r.port below all CATTLI and CALVIS 011 the IlUId ,OU operat., re,.rdleas of ownership (include thos~ now
on I.ed). AIIIO include tho•• o"'ned by thi. lerm or ranch that ••.• now on public ,rni", land.

How •• ny are: ,
. ( 35'

3. III F COWS?(lnclud. hiler. that hav. Cblv.d) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. _

. 1352
4. MILK COWS, whether dry or In mille? (Include milk hei ler. that have calved.) •••••••• _

5. lULLS wtdlh1na 500 pound. or IIOr.~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• [_3_5_3 _

6. HIIFIRS weipinc
SOOpound. or ---=." .rt

a. For IEEF COW replacement? 154
(E1fclude h.ilers that have calved.) ••••••••••••••• _'

~ lJlJ. M~L~.COW.replacement? 355
lIclud. ".iler. that have calved.) ••••••••••••••• .•••

c. OTHER HIIFERS weiahina SOOpounds or ••ore? .51
(Bzclude hiler. that have calved.) ••••••••••••••• _'

157
,: ITIIERS wellhlnISOO~. ormore? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..•.•

358
I. "IIPIR, STIIR and lULL CALVIS welplftl1e,s than SOOpound.? •••••••••••• ---'

9. 1.44 _II e••trle. _M •• (CUI•• tiona 3 tbrou&h .) laao I
Thl. ,heuld be the TOrAL nUlDber of CATTLE ad
CALVIS.ow oa the land you operate ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••

••

8. CAL YES - he. f." .t••, and Itull celv •• weiahinaless than SOOpounds? ••••••••••• 1....358
.••.•
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SAMPLE DESIGN AND SURVEY PROCEDURES

The sample was selected using a replicated sampling pr6cedure. 1/ This
facIlitated assIgning part of the sample to the operational questionnaire
and the other portion to the test questionnaire. The replicated sampling
procedure permits valid statistical tests to evaluate the effect of the
change In questionnaire design. Thus, several Independent samples were
selected from the list with half assigned to the operational questionnaire
and half to the test questionnaire. Table 1 shows the sample allocation by
stratum. To facilitate handling, strata codes 1 through 7 were assigned to
the operational questionnaire and 11 through 17 to the test questionnaire.
The coding also allowed a quick comparison of survey results when data were
summarized in the multiple frame summary program.

Table I--Sample allocation by stratum using replicated method of sampling,
WYomIng Cattle and Calf Multiple Frame Survey, July 1974

Stratum identifIcation :
Number Number

:Operat iona 1: Test of rep Ii- In each Total
Size questlon- :questlon- cations repli- selected
group natre naire selected cation

code code
No catt Ie 11 It 3 12
1-99 3 13 16 28 4lt8

100-199 It lit 10 25 250
200-299 5 15 10 20 200
300-1t99 6 16 10 20 200
500 + 7 17 10 15 150

Two sets of mailing labels were printed for each questionnaire version.
One set was used for matI questionnaires, the other for the telephone or
Interview questionnaires. This Insured that each selected name was assigned
to the correct questionnaire version for both the InItial mailing and the
nonresponse follow-up •

!! A report Is being prepared that will explain replicated sampling as it
applIes to • list frame.

-------- -----------------,--.---------------------------
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The use of two different questionnaire versions had little effect on

survey procedures. The same method of mailing to all respondents followed
by telephone and personal enumeration was used for both questionnaires.
Since the questionnaire changes were fairly minor, all enume~eiors were
assigned both versions to optimize the workload. •

During the edit phase, each time an edit was required the original
entry was recorded along with a code Indicating the reason for the edit .
The purpose was to determine If one questionnaire version required less
editing than the other. Another purpose was to determine what impact edit-
Ing had on the level of the estimates by questionnaire version. Since
questions about joint operations and out-of-State operations were not
affected by the change In questionnaire design, editing resuiting from
these questions was not recorded.

During the manual edit, an attempt was made to recontact respondents to
verify the need for each edit action. However, It was very difficult to
recontact many of those returning questionnaires by mail. Thus, much of
t~e editing was done without recontacting the respondent.

Survey data from both questionnaire versions were included in the
multiple frame estimate. As mentioned previously, the assignment of strata
codes allowed a quick analysis of estimates by questionnaire version. This
was Important because It Is desirable to use the entire sample to make final
estimates If possible.

ANALYSIS

Sample Estimates
The hypothesis for the calf and cattle questions was that the direct

expansions and sampling errors from the independently selected samples
should not differ by more than that explained by the variability due to
sampling. All survey procedures imposed on the independently selected
samples were held constant except for the different questionnaire versions.
Therefore, If any differences In estimates are larger than what can be
explained by sampling variability, then the difference can be attributed
to the different questionnaire versions .
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Table 2--Estlmates of selected items by questionnaire version, Wyoming Cattle and
Calf Multiple Frame Survey, July I, 1974 11

--
Operational Test . t F.

1 _ Item questionnaire questionnaire hes t 31 test 1/t for forDE SE DE SE estimates:variances
(000) (000) (000) (000)..

Calves born and 245.4 10.2 266.4 8.9 1.55 1.15
still on land

Calves born, sold, 5.2 1.4 2. 1 0.6 2.04 2.33
or slaughtered (6.3) (1.5) ( .73)'1:./(1.07)

Calves born - moved 4.2 1.4
Calves born - died 12.3 .7 16.7 1.5 2 .59~h~ 2.14 *-:~

Total calves born 263.0 10.7 289.4 9.9 1.81 1\ 1.08
since Jan. 1

Cows & heifers 17.0 2.2 16.5 1.7 .18 1.29
expected to calve

Beef cows 293.5 12.2 317.5 10.8 1.48 I.13
Heifers for beef 57.0 3.7 56.4 2.9 •13 1.27

cow replacement
Calves weighing 259.6 10.5 284.8 9.7 1.77 * 1.08

< 500 lbs.
Total cattle and 732.3 26.2 762.2 23.6 .85 1.11

calves

l! Estimates do not Include extreme operators nor the nonoverlap domain, estimates
from each questionnaIre versIon must be added together to obtain a total list
estimate.

~ Calves born, sold or slaughtered plus calves born but on other privately-operated
land during survey period.

11 SignIficant levels for testing for differences between direct expansions and
sampling errors from questIonnaire versIons.

\f there is no signIficant difference
between direct expansions

If there Is no significant difference
between sampling errors

ProbabIlity
Probab Ilhy

t > I. 697 <
t > 2.0"2 <

10 percent *
5 percent **

Probability F > 1.70 <
Probability F > 1.98 <

10 percent ~',
5 percent ~~

"-~~-------------=-:=--=-~---~.._---._-
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The effect the test questionnaire had on the level of the .estimates was

of primary concern. Significant differences between estimate5~from question-
naire versions occurred for Items concerning calves.

~
The estimates for calves born, but sold, or slaughtered-were difficult

to evaluate. The difficulty Is caused by the number of calves born on the
operator's land, but which were on other privately-operated land during the
survey period. The operational questionnaire (both mail and Interview
versions) had no place to record such livestock. However, the interviewer's
manual Instructed the Interviewer to record such animals as "sold or
slaughtered," Therefore. there was a potential for differences to occur
between method of collection of the operational questionnaire. Unfortunately,
It was not possible to test for a difference between mail and interview data.
The test questionnaires (both mall and interview) had a specific question
that asked the respondent to report calves born on his land but were on
another person's land during the survey. There was no significant difference
between test and operational questionnaires in the estimates of calves born,
but sold, slaughtered or moved to other privately-operated land.

The test questionnaire did indicate a significantly larger number of
calves that had died. In t~e operational questionnaire, the respondent may
enter a total number of calves born and skip the remainder of the section
without reading the part asking for the number of calves that died. He may
only think of the number saved as his calf crop. The operator did not have
a chance in the test questionnaire to enter a total figure until he had
entered all of the subitems, including calves that died.

The test questionnaire indicated significantly more calves born since
January I, 1974 than the operational questionnaire at the 90 percent level.
However, the increase In the reported number of calves that died or were
moved to other land does not account for all of the difference in total
calves between questionnaire versions.

The esti~ate of calves weighing less than 500 pounds also differed signi-
ficantly by questionnaire version. Again, the difference was significant at
the 90 percent level of probability. The magnitude of the difference between
the current and test questionnaire was about the same for this item as it was
for total calves born. These are closely related because calves born after
January 1 and still on the farm or ranch during the survey period should be
reported as calves weighing less than 500 pounds. The different results of
the questionnaires pertaining to calves weighing less than 500 pounds is
probably confounded with calves born because both questions were changed in
the test questionnaire.

In most cases the test questionnaire had a smaller sampling error than
did the operational version. The conclusion is that the questionnaire design
did have some effect on the variability of the reported data. This may have
occurred because the test questionnaire required less editing than did the
operational questionnaire.
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Table 3 summarizes the results from the question on the test question-
naire asking for the usual calving period. The question was_~~leted on
about 83 percent of the usable test questionnaires. Most respondents indi-
cated a calving period ending In June. Nearly half of the ~s and heifers
Itlll to calve were reported by respondents with a calving plrlod ending intl : June. This Indicates a problem - either with the expected calf crop question
or with the usual calving period question.

Table 3--Summ8rlzatlon of responses to the question In the test questionnaire
asking for the usual calving period, Wyoming Cattle and Calf Multiple
Frame Survey, July 197~

Percent of
Calving perIod reports for each

cal vin9 pElriod
JAN - FEB only .7
MAR- APR only 20.~
MAY- JUN only 2.3
JAN - JUN only 50·3

JAN - JUN Tota I 73.7

JUL - AUG only 1.1
SEP - OCT only .2
NOV - DEe only .2

JUL - DEt Total 1.5

JAN - DEC 7.9

(Old not complete Item) 16.9

100.0

Percent of cows and
_ he ifers expected to
calve by calving period

46.7

7.6

35.8

g.g

100.0

•

---_-..~•....--------------------------- -
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The quest Ion Is, "Wh Ich ques tIonna ire prov ided the bes t est Ima te7' I So
far, we only know that some of the dLfferences are not explained by sampling
variation. In the absence of the "truthll for the Items In :questlon, other
means are required to evaluate the questionnaires. Slnce·~ne of the objectives
of the project was to develop a questionnaire that would ~equlre less editing,
changes caused by editing and the frequency of editing art measures of the
ability of the questionnaire to communicate with the respondent. This assumes
reported data are more consistent and accurate when no editing is required.
However, It also assumes that If editing Is required, it removes a source of
nonsampllng error. Therefore, the next section evaluates' editing by question-
nelre version.

Edit Actions
Anyone of several factors can lead to an edit action.

a) The questionnaire asks for Information the respondent does not have
ava 11 ab 1e •

b) The respondent dOL~ not understand what Is wanted.
c) The respondent or interviewp.r does not read (ask) the questions

completely.
d) Poor communication between the interviewer and the respondent.
e) The statistician misinterprets reported data by editing for consistency

when reported data may not need to be consistent.
This Is not an exhaustive listing of reasons for editing - but it does

Indicate more than one factor may be Involved. The point Is that editing is
done to improve the quality of the data. The need for an edit indicates
lome Inconsistencies with other information, which may be elsewhere in the
questionnaire.

Since It is a usual practice to edit all survey data, it should be
Iml)Ortant to measure the effect editing has on the estimate. After data are
collected end edited, direct expansions and samplIng errors are computed for
ell survey Items. The only measure of reliability available is the sampling
.rror which does not measure editing effects. Since editing may sometimes
remove outlier reports, It can artificially reduce the sampling errors.

Table 4 summarizes edit actions made on major questionnaire Items for
the Wyoming Cattle and talf Multiple Frame Survey. The number of edit actions,
the expanded difference between original and edited values, and the standard
.rror of the difference was computed llslng paired data procedures •
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Table 4--A summery of edit actions made on major questionnaire items, Wyoming
Cattle and Calf Multiple Frame Survey, July 1974 .'

• Number by . Expanded. .
Item Edit action question- differences

- , nalre -~.. -'" DE Y~ - version Sf
(000) (000)

~ Total calves born Sum of calves born sub-: Current 62 6.4 1.7
Items did not add to Test 25
total

Calves born and It 111 Number reported con- Current 1 : - .3
on farm or ranch talned calves sold or Test 15 - 1.7 .9

died
Number was left blank . Current 21 9.3 2.1, .

, Test 1 .3
Cows and heifers ex· Cows and hetfers ex- Current 15 • 8.3 2.0

pec ted to calve pected to calve Test 13 - 4.7 1.4
greater than cows ,
heifers now on hand

Helfer, steer and bull: Number of calves born Current 50 23.8 3.8
calves weighing and stilt on farm or Test 50 28.0 4.0
< 500 lbs. ranch exceeds all

calves wetghlng
< 500 lbs.

Calves now on another Current
perlon's prlvately- Test 2 : - .3
operated land Includ-
ed In calves < 500
Iba.

Total ,attl. , calves Sum of Individual Items: Current 84 43.7 7.5
do not add to total Test 89 60.2 10.3
Inventory

II Difference • edited value minus reported value.-

'.

-------------------------------------------
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The number of times the sum of the calves born subltems did not add to
total calve. born Is the first Item shown In Table~. This ~it action was
required 62 tImes In the operational questionnaire compared with 25 times
In the test questionnaire. Some of the editing In the opera~IOnal version
reduced the estimated number of calves born, thus offsettlng'some of the
editing resulting In larger numbers. However, the total number of animals
Involved In the editing was about the same for both questionnaire versions.
One should be concerned about the total amount of editing because the effects
were not offsetting .

The next Item In Table ~ is calves born and still on the farm or ranch.
The assumption made when ed:ting was that 16 respondents did not read the
words, uare stiZl on this f~ or ranch~" and entered the total calf crop
for that question. The difference between the edited and the reported data
Is a negative figure, indicating animals that died or were sold or slaughtered
were subtracted during the editing process from the total born and still on
the farm or ranch. This did not significantly change the level of the esti-
mate of calves born and still on the farm or ranch for either questionnaire
version. In the operational questionnaire, there was sometimes an entry for
total calves born on the land operated and yet the remainder of the section
was blank. Thus, an edit to obtain the number still on the farm or ranch
occurred 21 times and significantly Increased the level of the estimate of
calves born and still on the farm or ranch for the operational questionnaire.
This only occurred once with the similar question on the test questionnaire.
The number of calves born was asked first in the operational questionnaire,
while In the test version calves born and still on the farm or ranch was
asked first.

The only Item changed In the Inventory questions concerned heifer,
steer, and bull calves weighing less than 500 pounds. Calves not weaned
were not entered as calves weighing less than 500 pounds even though they
should have been because they were still on the farm or ranch. When that
occurred, the number of calves reported as born and still on the farm or
ranch exceeded all calves weighing less than 500 pounds. The test question-
naire did not solve this problem. As much editing was required to correct
this problem In the test questionnaire as In the operational questionnaire.
Editing significantly Increased the level of the estimate of calves weighing
less than 500 pounds In both questionnaire versions and also had a consider-
able Impact on the total Inventory.

The final edit action considered was when the sum of Individual inventory
Items did not add to the total Inventory. This edit was a composite of
leveral factors. Sometimes the respondent or enumerator did not add correctly.
If the sum of the Inventory items did not add to the total Inventory, the
total was changed to equal the sum of the subltems. The assumption that the
lum of the subttems was the more correct figure may not always be correct.
Other tImes thIs edit was required beca ~e one of the subitems was edited .
For example, whenever It was necessary to edit the entry for calves weighing
less than 500 pounds, the total Inventory also required .n edit. Editing
Increased the level of the estimate for total Inventory considerably in both
questIonnaIre versions.
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Table 5 compares the direct expansions and sampling errors between
reported and edited data by questionnaire version. The tabl~shows that
editing had a greater Impact on the direct expansions than It.dld on the
sampling errors. ~

. ,

Table 5--A comparison of estimates and sampling errors between reported and edited data
by questionnaire version, WYoming Cattle and Calf Multiple Frame Survey,

• July 1974 11

Questionnaire version Combined
Item Data Operational Testsource

DE SE DE SE DE SE
Tho u s and

Calves born and :Edlted 245.5 10.2 266.4 8.9 511.8 13.5still on ranch :Original 236.4 . 10.3 267.8 1:.1 504.2 13.6
:Dlfference: 9.0 2:T 1.4 .9 7.6 2.3

Total calves born :Edlted 263.0 10.7 289.4 9.9 552.4 14.6
:0rI9 ina 1 25:.5 10.7 282.8 10.0 539.3 14.6
:Dlfference: .5 Tf 6.7 TO 13.I 2:6

Cows and heifers :Edlted 17.0 2.2 16.5 1.7 33.5 2.8
expected to calve:Orlglnal

~
3.1 21.2 2.4 46.5 3.9

:Dlfference: - .3 2.0 --p TI -13.0 2:4
Calves weighing :Edlted 259.6 10.5 284.8 9.7 544.4 14.3

< 500 lbs. :ort 9 Ina I 235.: 10.5 25~.8 H 492.~ 14.3
:Dlfference: 23. -n 2 .0 .0 51. T5

Total cattle and :Edlted 732.3 26.2 762.2 23.6 1,494.5 35.3
calves :Orlglnal 688.6 §.:.! 7~2.0 22.7 1,390.6 34.4

:Dlfference: 43.7 7.S 0.2 10.3 103.9 IT:]

l! Estimates do not Include data from extreme operators nor the nonoverlap domain.

Table 6 shows the percent change In the estimate resulting from edit actions
for Major survey Items. The .ffect of the edit actions Is shown separately by
questionnaire version. The relative sampling errors for each Item are also
shown.

--------------~---------------~---------T-----------------
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Table 6--Effect of edit actions on survey estimates, Wyoming Cattle and Calf
Hultiple Frame Survey, July 1974 11 .

:

Item

Calves born and
stili on rlnch

Total calves born

Cows and heifers
expected to calve

Calves weighing
-: 500 Ibs.

Total cattle and
calves

Quest lon- Percent change ~elat ive
naire in estimates sampling errors

version resu 1ting of final
from edit 2/ data

Operational + 3.8 it.2
Test .5 3·3Combined + --r:s 2:6
OperatIonal + 2.5 4. 1
Test + 2.3 3.4
CombIned + 2:4 2:6
Operational - 32.8 13.2
Test - 28.2 10.4
CombIned - 2B':O B:1i

Operational + 10.1 4.0
Test + 10.9 3.4
Combined + 10.5 2:6
Operational + 6.3 3.6
Test + 8.6 3. I
Combined + 7:s T1f

..•i
;t

t

l! Estimates do not include data from extreme operators nor the nonoverlap
domain.

!! Percent change - Edited value' original value.

The relative sampling error only shows the variability resulting from
random sampling. If the sampling process was completed many times, the level
of the estimate for total cattle and calves in Wyoming should fall into a
range that Is plus or minus about 2.4 percent of the direct expansion about
two-thIrds of the time. Table 6 shows that the amount of editing required
on some questions resulted In changes In the level of estimates two to three
times larger than the error explained by random sampling. Is it then correct
to say the dIrect expansion has a confidence interval of + 2.4 percent when
editing changed the estimate 7.5 percent? -
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One should also consider the amount of editing required on data collected.
by dlff.rent procedures i.e., meil, telephone or personal Interview. If the
three collection procedures obtain the same data, then theY should also re-
quire about the same amount of editing. If the amount of editing required
for data collected by one method 15 different from that r,quired for another,
then It Is necessary to examine the questionnaire des~gn and/or colle~tion
procedures.

The final analysis of the editing is shown in Table 7 which compares the
ediLlng by questionnaire version and by data collection method. The results
show that about 40 percent of both questionnaire versions returned by mail
required at least one edit Indicating both were misunderstood in some way by
the respondent.

Table 7--A comparison of the amount of editing required by questionnaire version
and by type of response, Wyoming Cattle and Calf Multiple Frame Survey,
July 1974

Question- Questionnaires Questionnaires
Type naire requiring requ iring Totalresponses version no at least

edit one edit
No. ~ No. Pet. No.

Hall Current 160 59·7 108 40.3 268
Test 173 61.6 108 38.4 281

Telephone Current 170 83.7 33 16.3 203
Test 178 93.6 12 6.4 190

Interview Current 67 80.7 16 19.3 83
Test 80 95.2 4 4.8 84

Total Current 397 71.7 157 28.3 554
Test . ill 77.6 124 22.4 555. -

828 281 1,109
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The editing required In both questionnaires declined when ~~. interviewer
was involved. However, the test questionnaire resulted in considerably less
editing than the operational version when the interview was compJeted by
telephone or in person. This indicates the test questionnaire w~s'probably
followed better by the interviewer. Perhaps this was because the test version
~ollowed the principle of asking subitems and summing to a total which is the
usual practice.

Another point to consider was that the actual wording of the questions•was the same on the mail and interview questionnaires. If it is desirable
to reduce the amount of editing, It appears efforts should be directed towards
the mail questionnaire.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The test and operational questionnaires used the same format and wording
on the mail and interview versions. Thus, the difference in editing required
for data collected by mail versus interview indicates the interviewer had an
effect on the survey. Hopefully, the interviewer effect improved the survey
data.

But, two problems need to be resolved:

(1) How can the questionnaire be changed to obtain the desired data from the
mall respondent?

(2) How can the questionnaire be changed so the interviewer obtains the
desired data from the respondent?

It is recommended that the interviewer effect be given additional study
and an alternative questionnaire be developed and tested for the mail portion
of the survey.

It is also recommended that consideration be given to the inclusion of
supplemental instructions or structured probes for the mail questionnaire.

't is recommended that questions the enumerator is instructed to obtain
be included on the questionnaire.

The fundamental problem not solved by this study was the reason(s) why
the questions were not completed. For example, why did the operator include
the total cows and heifers for cows and heifers expected to calve, or total
calves Instead of for calves stili on the ranch? Future studies should delve
deeper into this and related communication problems.

\ 't Is recommended that the entry before editing be retained when
additional studies of this sort are conducted. In fact, this should be
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done occasionally In .11 surveys as • means of evaluating the quality of data
collected by method of collection as well as point out areas needing improve-
ment.

Finally, care should be taken when making more than one change at a
,aime In a questionnaire. Items within most questionnaires are~losely
I.~ related, and changes In one Item may affect another Item. If two closely

related items are changed, It Is difficult to measure the Independent effects
with only two questionnaire versions.

T
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